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			                                            		Learning Solutions

			                                            		Experience the power of experiential learning. The learning solutions can be tailored to your specific learning objectives for your next course or in-company training.

			                                            	

			                                            	





 













			                                            

			                                            
															



	Understand the End-to-End Supply Chain
	Supply Chain Fundamentals
	End-to-End Supply Chain Management
	Supply Chain Segmentation
	Supply Chain and Market Expansion
	Working Capital Management
	Supply Chain Finance


			                                                

	Experience S&OP and IBP
	Sales and Operations Planning
	S&OP and Multichannel SCM
	Integrated Business Planning


			                                            

			                                            


			                                                
	Manage Supply Chain Disruptions
	Supply Chain Resilience
	Supply Chain Risk Management
	Supply Chain Finance



			                                                
	Create a Sustainable Business
	Carbon Footprint Optimization
	Sustainable Business
	Circular Business Transition


															
	Develop Data Literacy
	Data Analytics in Supply Chains
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			                                            		Business games

			                                            		Discover the power of experiential learning. Our business games offer a life-like experience based on corporate best practices. This as close to reality as you can get! 

			                                            	

			                                            	





 













			                                            

			                                            
			                                            	



	Business Games



			                                                

	


	Discover The Fresh Connection



			                                                
	


	Discover The Cool Connection



														
														

														

															
	


	Discover The Triple Connection



			                                                
	


	Discover The Blue Connection



			                                            

			                                        

			                                    
			                                
			                            



			                            	Get Started
												
			                                        

														
			                                            	
			                                            		Get started

			                                            		Discover the power of experiential learning. Our business games offer a life-like experience based on corporate best practices. This as close to reality as you can get! 

			                                            	

			                                            	





 













			                                            


			                                            
			                                                



	Get Started for Education



			                                   			    

	Get Started for Business



															
																	
	Get Started for Partners

			                                            

	
			                                        

			                                    
			                                
			                            



											Resource Center
			                                	
			                                        
			                                            
			                                            	
			                                            		Resources

			                                            		Inchainge offers a holistic approach to learning. Discover our resources and gain free access to our Harvard-style teaching cases and whitepaper. New materials coming soon! 

			                                            	

			                                            	

 













			                                            

			                                            
			                                                



	Teaching cases



			                                   			    

	Blogs


															
	Literature

    
			                                                
	Webinars
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	Knowledge Base
	Alignment
	Blended learning
	Experiential learning
	Learning
	Soft skills
	Supply Chain
	Sustainability
	Value Chain


			                                            

			                                        
			                                    
			                                
			                            







											Trainings & Events
			                                	
			                                        
			                                            
			                                            	
			                                            		Trainings & Events

			                                            		Stay on top of our upcoming events, trainings and workshops. Discover how to participate in our flagship events for students, professionals and educators! 
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											About
			                                	
			                                        
			                                            
			                                            	
			                                            		About Inchainge

			                                            		Celebrating 10 years of Developing Value Chain Leaders. Our game-based learning simulations are in use all around the globe and present an innovative approach to learning that puts participants at the heart of a lifelike simulation. Learn more about who we are and who we work with!
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                                    The world’s #1 business game in

                                    Value Chain Management

                                    Experience the power of a well-articulated supply chain strategy
                                

                            


                            
                                Request your free trial                                 
                            


                        

                    

                


            



            



                
                    


                


                
                    
                        


                    

                


                
                    
                        
                            The world’s #1 business game in

                            Value Chain Management

                            Experience the power of a well-articulated supply chain strategy
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                            Discover The Fresh Connection
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                                The Fresh Connection is an innovative web-based business simulation game that engages participants in operating a virtual company. The juice manufacturing company's performance has been declining. In teams of 4, participants must get the company back on track as quickly and efficiently as possible.

                                Each team member will represent a specific role: VP Purchasing, VP Operations, VP Supply Chain, and VP Sales. They need to align and bring their supply chain management into action to win! Participants will be confronted with diverse real-life, real-time dilemmas, and cross-functional understanding and collaboration are the key success components.

                                This business simulation game is the core of 10 learning solutions covering multiple supply chain management topics!

                            


                        

                    


                

            

        









        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Learning objectives

                            The Fresh Connection is a versatile learning experience that can be adapted to meet the learning objectives required by higher education institutions and for in-company training. This business simulation game covers 10 learning solutions, each focusing on specific topics in supply chain management with specific learning objectives.

Some of the key learning objectives are:

                        

                    

                


                

                    
                        
                            	Build internal or external teams
	Understand the importance and relevance of a company and supply chain strategy
	Translate strategy into action
	Learn to ‘speak the same language’ with other value chain partners, internally or externally
	Experience the power of a professional and well-structured Sales & Operations Planning process


                        

                    



                    
                        
                            	Supply Chain Risk Management
	Appreciate cross-functional trade-offs in the value chain
	Learn how to manage risks in the supply chain in a coordinated way
	Learn how to manage and optimize the carbon footprint of the supply chain
	Experience the power of a well-designed set of KPI’s
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                            “Playing The Fresh Connection enabled us to provide students hands-on experience with not only quantitative aspects in supply chain management but also the soft skills such as team dynamics and dealing with conflicts of interest.”

                            Prof. dr. Ir. Sander de Leeuw
                            Associate professor of Logistics at VU University Amsterdam
                        

                        
                        
                        
                            “The Fresh Connection was a challenging test of decision making, commercial awareness and learning agility that requires each individual to understand the impact of their role and actions on the profitability of the whole business.”

                            Adam Lockwood
                            Supply Development Manager at Mars UK
                        

                        
                    

                    


                


                
                    Browse other inspiring quotes & stories
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                            One business game, multiple learning solutions

                            The Fresh Connection is also referred to as the Ultimate Value Chain Experience. This business simulation game covers various topics related to Supply Chain Management. Below you’ll find all the different learning solutions tailored to specific learning objectives.

                        

                    

                    
                    

                        
                            
                                
                                    



                                    
                                        Supply Chain Fundamentals

                                        How do you increase supply chain reliability?

                                    

                                

                            
                        


                        
                            
                                
                                    



                                    
                                        End-to-End Supply Chain

                                        How do you bring your SCM-strategy into action?

                                    

                                

                            
                        


                        
                            
                                
                                    



                                    
                                        Supply chain segmentation

                                        How do you differentiate your strategy per segment effectively?

                                    

                                

                            
                        


                        
                            
                                
                                    



                                    
                                        Supply chain and market expansion

                                        How do you step into new markets to achieve strategic advantage?

                                    

                                

                            
                        




                        
                            
                                
                                    



                                    
                                        Data analytics in supply chain

                                        How do you make data-driven decisions in your supply chain strategy?

                                    

                                

                            
                        


                        
                            
                                
                                    



                                    
                                        Sales and operations planning

                                        How do you implement a structured 5-step S&OP process?

                                    

                                

                            
                        


                        
                            
                                
                                    



                                    
                                        S&OP and Multichannel SCM

                                        How do you structure an S&OP process in a dynamic market environment?

                                    

                                

                            
                        


                        
                            
                                
                                    



                                    
                                        Carbon footprint optimization

                                        How do you optimize your carbon footprint effectively in your entire value chain?

                                    

                                

                            
                        




                        
                            
                                
                                    



                                    
                                        Supply chain risk management

                                        Identify, analyze and mitigate supply, process, and demand risks.

                                    

                                

                            
                        


                        
                            
                                
                                    



                                    
                                        Supply chain Resilience

                                        How to embrace supply chain risk as a winning strategy?

                                    

                                

                            
                        


                    

                

                

            

        

 





 




        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Game setup

                            Participants get to run their own virtual company called The Fresh Connection, a manufacturer of fruit juices. Faced with declining performance, the management team must get the company back on track as quickly as possible. It is a high-pressure environment in which effective supply chain management is the key to success! 

                            Every decision a participant makes has trade-offs, both within and across roles. Alignment of all the disciplines and the implementation of an effective supply chain strategy will be key to success. Winning will be about generating the best Return on Investment (ROI) for the business while still managing your own team’s Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s)  and targets! 


                        

                    

                


                
                    
                        


                    

                


                
                    
                        
Teams will experience the impact of every decision they make,
not just in their own functional ‘silo’ but across their business, and the entire value chain! 
                    


                    
                        


                            
                                
                                    
                                        


                                    

                                    VP Purchasing

                                    Responsible for selecting the right suppliers and agreeing service-level agreements (SLAs) with suppliers.

                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    
                                        


                                    

                                    VP operations

                                    Must decide on capacity in warehouses and production areas and approve investment in bottling lines and mixers.

                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    
                                        


                                    

                                    VP Supply Chain

                                    Manages inventories (safety stock and lot size settings), production intervals and the frozen period of production.

                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    
                                        


                                    

                                    VP Sales

                                    Agrees SLAs with customers, manages the product and customer portfolio, forecasts demand and can introduce collaboration concepts.

                                

                            

                        
                        
                        
                        
                        

                    

                

            

        











        
            
                
                    
                        
                            User interface

                            The Fresh Connection’s simulation software has been designed to be easy to use for everyone, on any platform from PC to tablet. There is no need to read a hefty manual before starting. All help information is integrated in the game-screens and can be read on a need to know basis.
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                            Customize your experience!

                            The Fresh Connection can be easily tailored to match your learning objectives.

                        

                    

                    
                        


                            
                                
                                    


                                    COMPLEXITY LEVEL

                                    Tailored to perfectly fit your level and learning objectives no matter your background or experience.

                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    


                                    TOPICS

                                    Our business games cover a wide variety of topics.

                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    


                                    DELIVERY FORMATS

                                    Face-to-face, Online or Hybrid.

                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    


                                    NUMBER OF ROUNDS

                                    They can be varied to suit your needs.

                                

                            


                        

                    



                

            

        








        
            
                
                    
                        
                            The Concept of Learning by doing

                            A Complex world requires experiential learning

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    


                                

                            

                            
                                A high-performing value chain requires collaboration from across the organization. Tearing down silos and creating the right cross-functional mindset can be a serious challenge.

                                How do you prepare for success? Ideally, you’d like to experiment with different scenarios wherein people learn to overcome various obstacles. This is where we come in: through our business simulation games, participants have the unique opportunity to learn by experience by immediately putting complex theories into practice.

                                Advantages of experiential learning:
                                    
	Highly Engaging
	Constant & immediate feedback 
	Higher Learning Retention Rate 
	Ability to apply theory to practice 
	Real-world experience minus the risk
	Promotion of teamwork and soft skills
	Cost-effective 


                                
                            

                        

                    





                    
                        
                            
                                Why is The Fresh Connection different?

                                For a subject as vital as Value Chain Management, it is not enough to tell people how it works. They must experience it! The Fresh Connection is a different way of learning that puts participants at the heart of a lifelike simulation so they can experience the impact of every decision they make, not just in their own ‘silo’ but across the business.

                                By team experience, participants measure their performance and receive constant feedback from the certified trainer leading the business game. Between rounds, participants reflect on their decisions and the outcome. They are introduced to new concepts and then go back to put what they have learned into practice in the next round. It is this ‘Magic Circle’ that makes The Fresh Connection so powerful.

                                Participants who have experienced The Fresh Connection find it is not only highly effective but has a lasting impact. Delivering long-term benefits based on business best practices makes The Fresh Connection the Ultimate Learning Experience.

                            

                            
                                
                                    


                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        





        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Mastering the Supply Chain by Ed Weenk

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    


                                

                            

                            
                                The Fresh Connection is now available with textbook! Also available in Dutch!

                                ‘Our Textbook ‘Mastering the Supply Chain’ is highly accredited by educators from all over the globe. It integrates theory with practice and aims to create a cross-functional mindset in students and practitioners. It provides a wide overview of relevant supply chain concepts and sets out life-like challenges.


                                
                                    “Mastering the Supply Chain is an excellent book that not only covers the understanding of core supply chain management principles but also adds a guided approach to mastering them.”
                                        
                                            


                                            Prof. Dr Tom Van Woensel
Professor Operations Management and Logistics,

                                        Eindhoven University of Technology (The Netherlands)

                                        and Antwerp Management School (Belgium)
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                            Upcoming Trainings & Events | See all 

                            
                                Join us for interactive sessions, training programs, and expert discussions.
                            

            
                        

                    

                

            
            
            
                
                    
            
                        
                    
                        
                            


                            
                                Monday, December 2nd 2024
                                
                Until: Tuesday, December 3rd 2024
             
                            

                            Supply Chain Practice Workshop “Driving Growth through Sales & Operations Planning” – PMI

                            Delve into the concept of circular business models and their potential for sustainable growth. Explore strategies for transitioning from linear to circular supply chain practices.

                        
                    
  
                
            
                        
                            
                                
                    
                        
                            


                            
                                Monday, June 10th 2024
                                
                Until: Tuesday, June 11th 2024
             
                            

                            Supply Chain Practice Workshop “Balancing Risk & Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)” – PMI

                        
                    

                
                    
                        
                            


                            
                                Thursday, March 21st 2024
                                 
                            

                            Tour de France – Discover The Fresh Connection – AfrSCM – Mulhouse

                        
                    

                
                            

                            
                                
                    
                        
                            


                            
                                Monday, May 20th 2024
                                
                Until: Wednesday, May 22nd 2024
             
                            

                            Online Train the Trainer: Game-based Learning on End-to-End Supply Chain (Live instructor)

                        
                    

                
                    
                        
                            


                            
                                Friday, April 5th 2024
                                
                Until: Monday, April 8th 2024
             
                            

                            Online Train the Trainer: “Cadena de suministro con un simulador de negocios” (con el Dr.C. Igor Lopes)

                        
                    

                
                            

                        

            
                    

                

                    
        




        
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Check out our resources

                            

                        

                        

                            

                                        
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    


                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            Literature

                                            Learn more about the textbooks that integrate theory with practice and are useful for university students and professionals.

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    Get your inspection copy
                                                
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                



                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    


                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            Teaching Cases

                                            Increase student engagement in your class with Harvard-style teaching cases. Challenge students to integrate and apply skills to real-world problems.

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    Download your free copy
                                                
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                



                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    


                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            Webinars

                                            The Resource center offers an exciting range of webinars, covering various topics in value chain management.

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    Watch now
                                                
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                



                            
                            





                        



                    

                

            


        


       
            
                
                    
                        
                            Let’s get you started!

                            The Fresh Connection is a perfect fit for in-company training and L&D programs. And with our Integrated Learning Approach it is easily implemented into your curriculum.

                        

                    

                    

                    
                        

                            
                            
                                
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                


                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Getting started for Higher Education

                                    

                                

                                
                            


                            
                            
                                
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                


                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Getting Started for Business
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Saint Helena, Ascension and Tristan da Cunha
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Saint Lucia
Saint Martin
Saint Pierre and Miquelon
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
Samoa
San Marino
Sao Tome and Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Sint Maarten
Slovakia
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands
South Sudan
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Svalbard and Jan Mayen
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria Arab Republic
Taiwan
Tajikistan
Tanzania, the United Republic of
Thailand
Timor-Leste
Togo
Tokelau
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkmenistan
Turks and Caicos Islands
Tuvalu
Türkiye
US Minor Outlying Islands
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Venezuela
Viet Nam
Virgin Islands, British
Virgin Islands, U.S.
Wallis and Futuna
Western Sahara
Yemen
Zambia
Zimbabwe
Åland Islands


                                        Country
                                    
                    

                

University Name(Required) 

Module name(Required) 

Module Academic Level(Required)Bachelor 1
Bachelor 2
Bachelor 3
Bachelor 4
Master 1
Master 2
Post Grad
MBA
Other



Module Start Date(Required) 
YYYY/MM/DD

Number of students(Required) 
Number of students in your course

Academic Email(Required)
                            
                        

Phone 

Which book are you currently using in your module?(Required)
Type the name and author of the book







Consent(Required) I have read and agree to the Privacy Policy

Phone
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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		We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
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					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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